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Rheinstein, !orehouse, and ·le.el
(19
) sho e
that the r sist nc s to rotation abo t a v rtlC 1 axis for
elastQm'r type a d f r p lyurethane basketball shoe outsoles wer
no
appre iably cifferent.
However, as the har nes of h oulsole in rea sed ,
1 5 resist
c
0 rota ion about a vertical aXIs decreased.
The purpos~ of
thiS study was to mak
more sp cific d lermina ion 0
he t
ct
hara
ri~ ies of different basketball shoe ou
oles, a d
rimarily 0
et rmin
he
ffect th t the pattern of t e ou sole h s on traction.
'·lr.THOf)S
A device was construe e
that is capable of m asurina coetEicients of
frieti n for differ nt shoe outsoles under condition~ that clo.ely res mble
typical 10ildinq situations.
T e I ajor compon nts
he eJevic
re a
r
platform, a footform, and a c mp essed air system.
The foo form closely
res mbl
a shoemaker's last but h s the bottom p rtion of the rear part
cu away and n~lerl u ward such th
the test sho , when pulled over this
foe form, i
in contact wit
the test surface with only the anterior 50% of
he outso e.
A v rtical shaft is attached to the Eootform in a location
ceJrrespondinq to th
hea s of the first and s cond metatarsals.
. t
I
~eigh s
an be supp rt d
n this shaft such that the shoe is loade
'ertically with loads exceeding typical body weiohts.
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t~anslational t~action measu~ps and rotational t~action measu~es of
utsolcs CAn be made with this device.
In the translation test, th
~e pulled at a rarid rat~ by the piston of an air cylinder, which is
to th8 vertical shaft that loads the shoe. The shear force
~~JSU~ell by the force platform is a direct measure of the frictional force.
IIV controllinq the flow of air at the exhaust ports of the cylinder, the
v~locity of the piston can be adjusted to speeds approaching footst~ike
velocitie~.
In the rotation test, the shoe is rotated about the ve~tical
shaft by ~ sot of gears connected to a rotary actuato~ which is pressurized
~y Lhp same air supply that activates the air cylinder.
Thus, the axis of
~t~ti~n is a vertical 3xis passing through the location corresponding to
tli~ hcarls of the fir~t and second metatarsals.
The force platform measures
th~ (r0~ moment 'jenerated during the rotation.
Continuous measurement of
thu r,Jrrnal force is ,lso made by the force platform durinq both test
c·)nrlitions .
~0th

.\ v'lrnlsheci maple t"~"it surface was firmly bolted to the force pl"tform
nine rliEf~rent shues, whose outsoles are shown in Figure I, were tested
~lt, the device.
In tre translation test, the shoes were pulled anterior1y
ov·~r t l ,.
surface thro,.I~11 fj distance of 35 cm at an average veloei ty of
".IR 'T1/".
F'Qr lh~ rotatirmal test, the shoes were rotated medially throu'lh
~.1
r;:tdians at an <!v~rj'J~ anqular velocity of 6.7 rad/s.
For both
=QnJi~i0n7. an 3vcrdQC normal load of 840 N was distributed beneath the
·~r~(0~t reGion of the shoes.
Each shoe was tested a minimum of 5 times
L.n -=<!L'!1 conditinn.
T~sting order of shoes and conditions was randomized.
'-'l.! :;h,)t-! C)utsol(>s were cleaned with acetone prior to each test and the
~ Irt~c~ w~R Wined with water and allowed to dry hefore each shoe was
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Pigurc 1. Six different hasketball shoe outsole patterns tested tor
translational and rotational friction characteristics. Three
other shoes were included in the study, a second shoe with the
standard herrinqbone pattern composed of a different rubber
formulation, and two shoes with flat outsoles.
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" 'SULTS
figure 2 shows th mean forces measured on one of the sho~s durinq the
translation test. The friction coefficient, mu, is the ratio of shear, or
friction force, 0 normal force.
It rises rapidly to a peak, f.alls off
slightly, and then remains constant during constant velocity mot'on. The
constant value of mu during this int rval is the coefficient of kinetic
friction.
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figure 2. An example of the frictional forces created durin anterior
tr nslation on a varnished maple playin0 surface by one ot the
sho s. The frictional, or shear fore, ry, linear vcllocity,
normal force, fZ, and coefficient of friction, mu, are averaged
over 5 trials.
ShOwn in Figure 3 are the mean kinetic coefficients for all nine shoes.
Th first four outsoles are composed of either a standard rubber
formulation combininq SIIRL, S8R, and PER, or of a rubber compound from the
Goodye r Tire Company, and they have either a flat pat ern or a herringbone
pattern. There was a siqnificant difference (p < 0.051 between the two
different compounds in the flat outsole pattern.
150, the flat outsole,
which is an outsole with no pattern, develops consioerably higher friction
forces in translation than does the herringbone r~ttern.
The stippled herringbone outsole has a pattern that is basically the
same as the first two herrinqbone patterns, however, this outsnle 150 has
very rough s ip le which appears to be responsible for a consid ra le
incr ase (p < 0.05) in the friction forces. The similarity in herrin0bone
patt rns is evident from the photos in Figure 4, with the bottom outsole
having a very rou<Jh tipple pattern around the perimeter of the for- foot.
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1. 'lean f;inC'tic coefficients of
hask~thall

friction for. ninp different
shoe outsoles measured during anterior translation.

circle pattern outsoles have the identical
sti;pled herrringbone pattern, and consequently develop hiqh
ri, U<llJal f )rces.
The 1 <:1 st. concentric circle outsole has a different
stip!,l"" noL <'IS larqe and not raisae as much, and has a lower. kinetic
frici-:nt.
J

tW0
t~e

cQn~entric

PluLted in Fiyura 5 is an example nf the mean torque measured about a
directly related
load, Qiving a
for each trial and
tItAn a~~r1yprl fnr ~Jch shoe. Mean peak torques for each shoe are plotted
in Piqure 6.

v~rt~raL 3xis .1S a loaded shoe is rotnted.
The torque is
to LI10 normJl load and is therefore divided by the normal
v~rLahl~ in units 0E length.
Peak torque was determined

olJtsoles developed significantly hiqher torques (p < 0.05)
outsoles of the same material. These results
the kin~tic coefficient of friction results measured during the
r.'l"'-;!;Hion test. The data for the four herrringbone outsole patterns
r~v~ILs that the one with the stipple created more torque (p < 0.05) than
tile l'er-clnqbone pilttern on the standard and Goodyear outsoles. These
patt0rns ~re virtually identical, except for the large, rough stipple along
the ncrimeter of the forefoot of the stippled shoe. The fourth herringbone
pattern cceaterl even hiqher mom~nts (p < 0.05).
It did not have as la~ge a
stipple pattern (refer to Fiqure 1), but it did have some bars radiatinq
out from the medial ed"e. The purpose of the hars is to increase the
flexibility of the outsole in the forefoot region, but a consequence is an
increase in the resistance to rotation.
rrin~bone
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Figure 4. A standard herringbone pattern (top) and a very similar
herrin bone pattern with a rough stipple aroun
the perimeter uf
the forefoot (bottom). The mean kinetic coefficients of
riction
w re 0.83 and 1.16 for the standard pattern and the stippled
pattern respectively.
Two of the three concentric circle patterns that were tested also
crea ed high torques, even though the original intention of the concentric
circle d sign wa
to d crease resistance to rotation.
The
irst concentric
CIrcle pattern has the identical stipple pattern around its prim ter to
that of the stippled herringbone pattern, and its ,Ieveloped torque is th
s me.
The second concentric circle pattern has ~ stipple pattern very
similar to the firs, but it also has a number of radiating b cs which
interrupt the concentric circle pattern and create a large surfac ~rea.
The third pa tern w s the only one of the three concentric circle patterns
tested that w s successful in reducing the resistance to rotation (p <
0.05).
This outso
pattern is shown in Figure 7.
stipple is not absent
from this shoe, but it is the least rough of all stipple configurations.
Iso, this s oe has an absence of radiating bars in the forefoot.
The shoe
aChiev
its flexibility from two radiating channels which are recessed,
and thus not subject to any pressure distribution, and whose enclosed area
i m de up, not of bars, but of a continuation of the concentric circle
pattern.

DISCUSSION
Friction char ct~ristics are shown to be dependent on material, as there
is a 10% difference between the Goodyear rubber formulation and the
combination of SMRL, SBR, and PBR.
This finding is not surprising since
~ther studies on the traction characteristics of rubber outsoles suggest
33
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and the mean free moment
rotation of onc of the
free moment is normalize(j
multiplied by 1000 to be

I.hat ~'HJ ''1 •• t.oc>r:cll <J',t ot: which d shoe outsole is composed can possibly have
a 'JLI;!.,I:.~r .;ff>:<:t un Lruction than vat:iables such as tread desiqn and cleat
h~iqht (C~vana0h, ~illi~ms, and (laLke, 1979; Va]j~nt, McGuirk, McMahon,
"no frer!pricl;, 198')).
The increrlsP I forces, hoth translational and rotational, developed by
the flat outsoles $00m to be a result of an incLeased outsole surface area
r.'lat is ill cnntacL .,i l:I the playing surface. This is demonstrated hy th
l~k im~r~ssjons in P10~re 8.
The outsoles that made these impressions were
l!i(Jlltical in comrosition, were loaded with the same vertical force, but
~cre ~ouldcd in tWG ,lifferent patterns.
There is a greater ar8a supporting
t~e la~d under the flat outsole than under the herrinqbone outsole.
This
is nOI; the first stlJljy t,) present data that challenges the 18th century
~riction relations rl~scribed by Charles Coulomb.
Schlaepfer, Onold. and
iqq (L~31), when teqting tennis shoes on an artificial grass surface,
foun'.1 th,Jt the coefficient of friction decreaserl with incLeasing normal
loads, up to ~hout 200 N.
At normal loads greater than 200 N, the grass
was presseu OQwn sufficiently to make the surface smooth enough for the
friction coefficient to be indepenrlent of normal load. Valiant. MCGuirk.
~lcllahon, and F'r<:,derick (1985) tested cleated rubber samples on a synthetic
turf and also found that the static coefficient of friction decreased with
increasinq normal loads.
However. the coefficient was found to continually
decrease for loads as high as 1125 N. They also found that the static
coefficient decreased with decreasinq surface are~. Since decreasing area
and increasing normal load are directly related to increasing pressure
34
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figure 6. Me n torques created by nine different basketball shoe outsoles
during medial rotation.

figure 7. An outsole which creates low torque (38 mm) during medial
rotation.
The two radiating channels are for the purpose of
enhancing forefoot flexibility.
They only minimally interrupt
the concentric circle pattern and are recessed into the outsole
and are thus not in contact with the playing surface when the
shoe is loaded.
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1istributions, the effects on friction of area and of normal load are
lIkely rcl~tud. The [inoin0S of this study SU0QBSt that this same relation
~xi~ts [cor ru~hcr samples on a smooth baskptball playing surface.
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is aencrally added to a basketball shoe outsole for
i1owo:;vI?r, it appears that if the stipples are larac and
hi'" l'.l~L"'r·n is very r,)uqh, the frictional forces can actually be increased,
brot'l if' tr.:l~slation as ';'cll <IS in rotation.
By varylnq the size, location,
11(1 "..-j"Clt<lti,)n of th ... stipple rattern on the outsole,
the ahility to
d'!vl~ll)" I";i,~h tran<oliltional friction forces or to reduce free moments of
rnt~tl~n may h@ requ]nterl to some extent.
,.,.;;'~ctl';

~-"ason".

Tn,' nrldit-inn to cl haskethall shoe's outsole of bars in a radial pattern
.nr the rurposp ,)f in'.:reasing the flexibility of the forefoot region can
sump.t IMP" I)e a det..-iment to Cl shoe's abilitv tr> minimize resistance to
rot.ation -'lhO'lt a vertical axis passinq thro~ah the forefoot.
One reason
for this May hp that the radiatinq bars interrurt the concentric circle
pattern.
A more likely reason is that if the surface of the bars is flush
with the rest of the outsole, the area in contact with the playing surface
's increased, Clno an increilse in friction will occur.
However, as
.cmonstrated by the shoe in Pigure 7, it is possible to incorporate an
outsale pattern to enhance for~foot flexibility without adversely affecting
rre~ moments or rotation.
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